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Ttte,F States are the amplest poem,
Here is not merely,a nation but

a tteming NOion of nations.

Walt Whitman
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. A FONDNESS FOR ICE WATER :

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE U.S.A. ir: , ID ITS PEOPLE

4
by Cornelius Lee Grove

and.members of the 0;5. staffic4of

AFSInternatioila1/Xntercultural Programs
0.

1984
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The Unitdd States of America is geographically She fourth largest
.nation on earth. Its population of over 225 million includes people
from every imaginable backgr9und. The popular 19th century authorMark Twain once said "The ray-distinguishing characteristic of the
American chiricter :We been able, to discover is a fondness for ricewater." Twain retagniged.that people,in the U.S. have their originsi every other culture of the world, and that it's difficli to dis-inguish the diverse peoples of the U.S. from peoples els ere. ButTwain was exaggerating, for there are many similarities among U.S.
people. These cultural similarities will be the &pus of this brief
introduction', but we will try not to lose night of khedifferences.

GEOGRAPHY

The United States occupies the.central.portion Of the North Ameri-
can continent. It has two major groups of Mountain ranges, both run-
ning roughly North-South. Not far from the Atlantic coast in the East
are the Appalachian Mountains, the smaller group. The Appalachians
are geologically old and therefore relatively low, rounded, and heavi
ly forested..' ituch of the Western third of the country is covered by
geologically.younger mountains that are higher, more jagged, and light-
ly forested.. The-major range in the West .is known as the Rocky Moun-
tains. Between'the Appalachians and the Rockies is a large region

contilbutors inclpde Joe Lurie, Windy Soutar, Pam Medley, Pam Goth-
nei, Christine Souders, AseHansen and Rowie Manddl.
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called the Great Plains; here the land is flat for as far as the eye
can see in any direction.

.

Alaska and Hawaii are two portions of the U.S. that are detached
from'the main mid-continental group of 48 states. Alaska, located at
the extreme Northwest of the continent, is by far the largest state;
alone, At accounts for 16% of the area of the nation. flawaii is a
group of volcanic islands located in the Pacific Ocean more than 3000
kilometers from the mainland,

The 'climate of the U.S. varies greatly from place to place due to
the great size of the country.' Winters in the Northern states (and,
of course, in Alaska) are likely to be long and bitterly cold. Sum-
mers in the Southern states are likely to be quite hot; in the South-
east high humidity accompanies the heat, but in the Southwest it is
hot and dry. Since it is impossible to generalize about the climate,.
you should seek information about the weather from people who are liv-
ing in the region of the U.S where you will be staying.

-THE PEOPLE

The Unite* States has been described as a "melting pot". asliell as
a "pluralistic society.," People from every corner of the eat have
immigrated to the U.S. since the 1600s, when colonitation otAe New
World began. A great. wave of immigration occurred in theAWfod from
roughly 1900 to 1925, and another era of heavy imiegrat*Rn is occur-
ring right noy. Evidence of the immigrant origins of people of
the U.S. may be found today in the great diversity of.family and place
names, of foods, of pastimes, of social and religious rituals, and even
(in certain sections of the country) of languages ;Ind styles of dress.
The term "melting pot" suggests that these immigrints, no matter what
their origins, have became more and more like'op6'another .1s they have
adapted to their new homeland.

The melting pot image is not completely accurate, hOwever. Immi-
grant groups seem to retain many of their special characteristics from
generation to generation. The term "pluralistic society" emphasizes
that important differences continue to exist among'groups of peop1 who
all call themselves "Americans." In facto.many people in the U.S. like
to emphasize their ethnic backgrounds by calling themselves, for exam-
ple, Italian-Americans, Chinese-Americans, Portuguese-Americans, Irish-
Americans, Mexican-Americans, and so forth. Millions of people in the
U.S. have their origins in Central and South America, and speak Spanish
as their first or second language; they often call themselves Hispanic-
Americans. The many cultural differences found in the U.S. are thought
by many to contribute to the strength and richness of the nation.
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In'addition to variety in,terms of national origin, the people of
the U.S. have a wide range .of differences in values and lifestyles that
4
seems related to the regidn bf the country and the type of locality in
which they live. Since 190N More and more people have moved to cities
and lege metropolitan areas, but a substantial number'of people,con--
tinue to livc'in small towns,and villalies (including Suburbs within.
daily traveling distance of a city) and in rural areas. It is true .

that life in a small community may lack some of the variety and excite-
ment associated-with-major-attes.--04-the.otherbandi-life in, a town;
village, or small suburlycan be satisfying because of the slower pace
of life and the presence of only limited numbers of people gives one an
opportunity to behome well acquainted with one's neighbors. Some Ameri-,
can people would say that the lifestylei that are most characteristic p£
the U.S. are more likely ,o -be found in smaller communities than in the
large cities This opinion often is related to a distrust of urban val-
ues, which some Americans believe to be too liberal had modern. The at-
titudes and values of people who live in smaller communities in the U.S.
are generally conservative and, in some respects, traditional. Foreign
visitors, who often form their expectations of the U.S. on the basis of
television and motion pictures exported from the U.S., often are sur-
prised to discover the basic conservatism of the American people.

GOVERNMENT

Within the United States, there are approximately 80,000 separate
and autonomous governments. One of them is the national government in
Washington, DC, the national. capital. Another 50 are the governments
of the 50 states. All the`-rest -- more than 79,000 -- are governments
that operate on the, local level. To understand why there are so many
local governments in the U.S., you should keep in mind that the U.S. is
a very large and divirse nation. Within it, there are countless things
and procedures that nee4 to be developed, managed, regulated, and some-
times changed if daily life is to proceed smoothly: Governments large
and small perform these functions. But most of them are small because
the people of the U.S. always have tended to fear governments that are
large and powerful. They have wanted to insure that government remains
responsive to the needs and opinions of the people. Therefore, they
have arranged for each unit of government to remain physically close to
the people it serves, and to have only those powers that are absolutely
necesdary to. carry out its assigned function. These factors help to
explain why almast all of the 80,000 governments-are local governments
with strictly limited powers.

No matter where you may find yourself in the United States, you will
be under the jurisdiction of several local governments. This is true
because more than half of the local governments in the U.S. control a
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single function. The best known of these single-function (or "special")
governmental districts are the independent school districts that control
local elementary and secondary schools.' Examples of other kinds of spe-
cial districts include those that oversee water supply, fire protection,
sewage disposal, soil conservation, irrigation, electric power distribu-
tion, housing, cemeteries, and so forth.

The national government is jacre powerful than any state or local gov- .

ernment. .A state government is more powerful than a local government
within its borders. But cdficials,at the higher levels of government do
not rule those at the lower levels. Officials at all levels are elected
byuttae people they serve; they'bre not appointed by higher-level offi-
cia10. Officials at all levels must cooperate with one another in order
to Ot the business of government accomplished. "Fedeialism" is the
word Ithat sums up the cooperative relationship among officials of the
threellevels of government in the U.S.A.

ECONOMY

The economicsSistem4of the U.S. is based on the principle of free
enterprise, *Mich means that economic decisions-ere made privately by
individuals Ind companies, The ,American "capitalistic" system operates
without an overall central economic plan. No one person, group, or gov-
ernment agency decides what or how much should be produced, nor what
prices shouldi)e charged for goods and services. Business people gen-
erally are free to make these decisions themselves. 'Free enterprise
rests on the belief that each individual knows what is best for himself
or herself; thus, individuals decide how to earn an income, what to buy,
how much to pay, how to invest savings, when to borrow money, whin to
cash in investments or sell ppssessions, and so forth. The right of an
individual to oWn property also is basic to the free enterprise system.
Individuals and private companies own most raw materiald, factories,
and other means of production. These owners are free, within certain
limitations, to use their property as they see fit and to attain a pro-
fit (or to suffer a loss) from its use.

Competition is an important feature of the U.S. economic system.
Since the overall system is not centrally managed, many companies may
produce similar goods or offer similar services. Consumers of goods
and services usually ttly, to pay as little as possible for goods and
services of high quality. Producers therefore strive to out-perform
oneganother in making available'to consumers goods that are high in
quality but low in cost. Producers who perform poorly in this kind of
competitive market system are likely to be forced out of business, but
this is one of the risks inherent in a free enterprise economic system.
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Since ebout 1900; the role of government (especially the national
government) in the economic system of the U.S. has grown. Many impor-
tant industries are regulatea, though not completely controlled, by
government. Some fields of economic. activity that are too expensive
for private companies,. such as the Ocploration of outer space, have
been take); over by government. In addition, governments at the local,
Mate, and national revels now operate many social welfare schemes,
some of whichare primarily for the relief of the poor, and others of
which benefit almost every citizen to some extent. Because of these
and other important roles that the government plays in the economy,
the U.S economic, system cannot be describe' as wholly capitalistic.
But neither .is it heavily soCialistid. "Moaified free enterprise" ;.s
a term that often is used to describe the U.S. economic system today.

RELIGION

One of the chief principlei of the American way of life is "separa-
tion of church and state." This means that no formal connection may
exist between any level of gpverndent and anyreligious group, and that
the government canni4 prohibit the praetIce of any religion. For any
person, the principle of separation of church and state means that he
or she is free to belong to any religious group, or to no religious
group at all.

In spite of the principle of religious libertyv'the United States
has remained associated throughout its history with th4 religious and
moral beliefs of the Judeo-Christian tradition. Most Americans volun-
tarily belong to, one of the Christian religious groups -- to one of.the
numerous` Protestant denominations, to the Roman Catholic Church, or (in
smaller numbers) to other Christian groups such as the Greek Orthodox
Church. The Old end New Testaments of the Judeo-Christian Bible contin-
ue to be the best sellihg books in the U.S., year after year. Besides
Christians and Jews, another large religious group in the U:S. is the
Mormons,,who are especially concentrated in and around the Western state
of Utah. .Feople who practice every religion imaginable have the liberty
to worship as they please in the United States.

The extent to which families in the U.S.: practice their religious
beliefs' varies widely. Many families are deeply involved in religious
life and spend much of ,.their 'time in worship or social activities or-
ganized by their local church or synagogue. Other families are content
with attending religious services once a week or even legs frequently.
Still others do not associate them Ives with a religious group in any
way. Even if you are visiting thd U.S. for a relatively short time,
you are likely to come into contact with people for whom religious be-

8
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lies and religiously based moral values are of major importance. ?co
may be invited by these people to participate in church-related social
events. Such an invitation does not necessarily mean that they are
trying to 'convert you to their particular, type of religion; because of
the tradition of religious'liberty in the U.S., your convictions re-
garding the practice of religion probably will be, respected. Keep in
mind that in many smaller towns and rural eras, community social ac-
tivities -- especially those for young people -- are very often organ-
ized by religious groups. Therefore , if you can participate in these
activities without compromising your own religious principles, do so.
Your presence wilr.delight your hosts and will bring. you into contact
with many other members of the community whom you tight not be able to
meet otherwise.

Mark Twain may have had religion in mind when he said that a fond-
ness for ice water ts the only distinguishing characteristic of Ameri-
cans. For the variety of religious *lief and practice that exists in
the U.S. is nearly as great as that found throughout the world. Remem-
ber, however, that the influence of Christianity -- and especially of
conservative or "evangelical" Protstantism -- is very strong in the
U.S. Some of the themes stressed by Protestantism are (1) that hard
work, progress, and personal achievement are associated with being in
favor with God, (2) that moral And ethical principles apply equally
and impersonally'to every human being, and (3) that each person, as an
individual, is responsible to God for his or her behavior: Themes such
as these help to account for thelbasic conservatism of the people of
the United'States.

EDUCATION

, -

Basic responsibility for education in fhe United States belongs io
tie governments of the 50 states, not to the federal government in
Washington, DC. Throughout U.S. history, however, the state goverA-
ments have delegated their responsibility for.education to:local pub:-
lic school districts (which are examples of single-function govern-
mental districts of which we spoke earlier), and to the boards of
trustees of colleges and universities.

There are some 15,000 local school districts-in the U.S., each one
controlling the public elementary and secondary schools in a geogreph-
ical area no larger than a city, town, village, or rural county. In
each of theseodistricts, the top policy-making body is the "board of
,education" of "school.committee," whose members usually are elected
every few years by the voters of the school district. Specific edu-
cational or professional qualifications rarely are necessary for a
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citizenwho wishes to stand as a candidate for his or her local school
board. Privilte organizations and religious groups also are able to
operate elementdry and secdndary,;scilools in all 50 states, These,non-
public schools are not related to the local school district, aid often

t enjoy considerable freedom from the general educational guidelines that
have been set. by the, state government About 50% of the non-public
sabols in the United States are operated by the Roman Catholic Church;
and another 30% are run by other religious groups of all kinds.

Collages and universities- also may be opilrated'by private organiza-

tions and religious groups. These, like those that are "publicf" re-
. ceive their,authotity_to grant deirees from the state.(not the federal)

government where day are located. Nearly all institutions of higher
edueition receive financial support from the state and federal govern-
manta; the public institutions receive considerably more funds from
this source. Colleges And universities have other sources of financial
support such as contribution: from individuals and philanthropft foun-
dationr, but virtually all -- even those that, are public -- charge fees
to the students who attend. The cost for. one year of university educa-
tion at some private institutions is n6w as much as $10,000.

4'

The typical American, secondary (or "high") school serves several hun-
dred or even a few thousand student; of many backgrounds,, interests, and
levels of~ ability. Because public .sigh schools have such a diverse stu-
dent body, they usually offer a very wide range of courses of study and
educational programs. Students are able to choose from among many op-
tions as they plan their.academic program for each year. Another common
feature of U.S. high ethools is that 'they have.a sense of community spire
it that is focused primarily on.othe.athlesic teams. Among the most pop-

ular students in a school are its reading athletes, especiallyi-those who
play (AmericAn-style) football. High schools alsohave.students, almost
all glrls, who are "cheerleaders," and whose job it is to lead the stu-
dent body in cheering and clapping in support of the scnol's team dur-
ing athletic competitions. In some schools, "pep rallies" also are-held
separately from sports eventsso,that the students can work up enthusi-
asm for an important athletic Contest with a rival school.

In addition to athletics, most schools have a wide variety of other
extracurricular activities. These activities include clubs andinter-
est groups that are joined volUntarily by students and that are advised
by members of the faculty. In the case of some activities, such as the
school yearbook, the level of work and dedication on the part of the
students and faculty advisor may be extraordinarily high. Many schools
have several musical groups (including the marching band that performs

. at athletic events) as well as a number of annual dramaticproductions.
In addition, there are many social events for students, topped each .

ye by the formal dances or "proms' for the 11th and 12th grade stu-
dents, Rums are elaborate affairs, often requiring formal dress, that
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are paid for in part by money raised by the studentslicirtng the year
througq,events such as car washes, eake.splea, raffjtis, and so forth.

s

One of t174feaeures of classroom life that foreign students often
find unusual is that teachers encourage the students to express their
'own opinions during frequent periods of discussion. Many teachers
have 'no objection to having their statepents questioned or challenged
by students, for this is considered to show critical and indepeneent,
thinking, wilich is highly. valued, Teaching methods that ate not very
common in U.S. high schools include leclures', formal recitationi, and
rote memorization. Exchange students sometimes are surprised by the
efforts of American teachers to make the learning process enjoyable
and "fun." Teachers do this through ttj use of'audics,visual aides
(such as audio- and video- taps,, filmstrips, and motion pictures) and
a varidty of gimes and competitive pastimes in which the concepts or
lacti to be learned are featured... The purpose of such activittes is
to increase each student's personal motivation to learn; educators in
the U.S. believe strongly that people learn better when thfy truly
want to learn and are,enjoying themselves while participating in the
learning process.

Although students ie the U.S. are requ4sed to present a consider-
able amount of written worn "(such as essays, book reviews, and re-
search or nterm".papers), examinatians.are most often of the 'multi-
pie 'choice" type. In this typo~ 'of exam, eachicelestion has several
possible pre-printed answers from which the correct one must be cho-'
so=re' In other words, the student.is required'iserely to recognize the
correct answer, got Co recall it fro M memory (as in the case of exams
requiring long essays). Sevetal examinetigns typically are given dur-
ing the school year in. each course. A student's final grade is calcu-
lated on the basis of these examscores along with the scores heor
she has received on written assignments. Many teachers also include
an additional score in the calculation, this one rtereseriting the
quality and extent of-the student's participation in classroom.dis-
cussions.

Students from ether countries who attend school in the U.S. may be
shock by the absence of ferMality and respect in relationships be-
tween American teachers and students. But student-teacher relation-
ships must be viewed it light of the fact that all relationships Ii

the U.S. tend to appear informal and casual. This informality does
not mean.that Americans are unaware of social hierarshiess Their
casual friendliness towards others (Including otheFs above and below
them in the hierarchy) should be understood as a kind of "social oil"
ichat msintains smooth and pleasant relationships without necessarily
diminishing-the respect of one person for another. Teachers in the
U.S. tend to be fridndlyanac approachable, both in and outside the
classroom. Students may/come to regard a favorite teacher not only
as a tutor, but also as a personal counselor or even a mentor.

AP
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Most of what we have just described with respect to U.S. high schools
also is true of life at Lastitutions of higher education, especially at
those where students are working for their first university degree. For
even though higher education tenda to be very expensive, a relatively
high proportion of students (compared with other countries) goes on to
attend college or university after they leave high school. You will bet-
ter understand education in the United States if you keep ia mind two key
facts: (1) Almost alt high schools, and many inatitutions di higher edu-
cation (especially "public" colleges and universities) are not elitist
instittitl.ons educating only the most brilliant students. (2) Education in
the U.S . is based on a philosophy that a "well-rounded" person is bet tir
able to cope with life than one.who is highly, but narrowly, trained aca-
demically'.

In short, education in the U.S. has been democratized. Thin means
that the emphasis is on providing every youngster with broad and varied
educational experiences so that, reaardless of background. or economic
circumstances, he or she will have an equal opportunity to be successful
in adult life. This objective is unlike that coffin in some other coun-
tries, where extensive and highly specialised training is provided for
only' the most brilliant youth, while the many who remain have few oppor-
tunities to learn anything more than the basic educational skills. The
emphasis on democratizing American education is relatively new, having
come into prominence only since the end of the Second Worlds War.

FAMILY LIFE

The great variety of economic, cultural, and regional lifestyles in
the United States makes it difficult to generalize about American faniFy
life. Nzvertheless, a number of statements can be made that are true
for many, even most, American families. For example, most families are
small compared with families in other nations. Exten44d families (that
is, families including members from more than two generations) are rare
in the U.S. Most familievcompriee one or two parents and one, two, or
three children. Divorce, which now affects nearly 502 of U.S. families,
has made one-parent families increasingly common. Nearly one child in
five lives in a single-parent family, and 80% of these famillea arehead-
ed by the mother.

Children in the U.S. are expected to leave their parents' home when
they become adults. Parents and their adult children (es well as other
relatives such as aunts, uncles, cousins, and so forth) usually live at
some distance from one another; sometimes hundreds or even thousands of
kilometers apart. The attraction of good jobs in distant places is the
most common reased why relatives scatter themselves across the nation

I
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in this way. You should not assume, however, that parents and their
grown children are unconcerned about one anothee simply because they
are separated by so much distance. Rather, the separation is seen as
normal by all concerned; such separation is the accepted pattern in
U.E. culture. Parents and children who live far apart keep in touch
by letters, telephone calls, and holiday visits. When crises arise,
people will travel great distances to be of assistance to their close
relatives. Pot example, a mother is likely to travel as far as neces-
sary to assist her grown daughter when the daughter is coping with her
Ina baby.

Parents usually expect that their children will choose their own
careers and their own spouses. Americans feel that it is important
for Young people to make these key decisions regarding their lives,
for such decision- making is a display of independence and an assurance
that the young people will be able to-survive on their own. On the ,

other hand, parents may become upset when their children who have
eteong talents are apparently wasting those talents on a low - 'status
career. And there are still a few families that urge their children
to join the family business or to follow a certain occupation that is
,t,aditional in the family. In some cases, parents who ore strongly
omitted to the independence of their grown children nevertheless
will help them get started in adult life by paying for their univer-
eity education (which is very common) , giving them money to help buy
a home or start a business, or assisting them in other important ways.

within the society as a whole, the traditional distinctions between
the roles of men and women are gradually diminishing. .People are be-
coming increasingly aware that women, bectiese of their close associa-
tion with home and children, have had many fewer opportunities than
men to fulfill their individual talents and pursue their personal in-
terests. In short, women and men have not had equal opportunities.
People who support the "women's liberation" movement have peen urging
vomen to be more assertive in seeking paid employment and attempting

hecome successful in an occupation or career outside the home. To
A ,on5iderable extent, this has been happening; more-than half of the
,nf7thers in the Cnited States now have jobs outside the home. Husbands
al.:10 are being urged to share the work of cooking, washing, and clean-
iee t:le house equally with their wives. To a considerable extent,

has not been hapf ning; many women have found that they are bur-
lened by having the responsibilities of both a job and thework of the

a fact that reflects the continuing strength of traditional val-
e, in the United States. You should know, however, that husbands ex-

t at least a little housework, and that children commonly have
-.;;:ine chores that tbey are expected to accomplish around the house.
-r in.:,tance, a husband might wash or dry the dishes et the evening

-1 g: And 3 young khild migt t take out the garbage each day. In many
(7hIldren are paid for doing these chores, or receive a week-

1 3
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ly "allowance" of money, so that they gradually can learn to assume
more and more responsibility for their own private expenses.

Generally speaking, elderly people in the U.S. are.not accorded
the same degree of respect that is common in. most other parts of the
world. Elderly parents move in with their grown children only infre-
quently; they are:much more likely to live in their own households as
long as they are physically able to manage on their own. Thereafter,
most ate cared. for ip special homes for the aged, where'thejt are visit-
ed occasionally by theix...Children and, grandchildren. Two reasons Gan
be given for the generally lbx statue, of old people in the U.S. One
is that there is an enormous emphasiq in American culture on youthful-
ness -- that is, on looking and acting youdg.. The other is that the
rapid pace.of .technological change makes it relatively easy for younger
people to discount...tLe wipdft.of the.elderly as out-of-date and no long-

_ er relevant. Elderly peogip'commonly feel isolated from the mainstream
of the society. But-a change may be on its way. More and more people
have been living to old age because of imoved medical care and public
healer, measures. This growing group of "senior citizens" has been or-
ganizing socially and Tallititally to insure that their rights will be
respected and that theiF opportunities to live a full life will not be
denied.

SOCIAL LIFE OF YOUTH

Young people in the U.S. ustially have enough freedom, money; and
(thanks to the automobile) mobility to gather intach other's homes or
other favorite meeting places. Still, inch of their social life re-
volves around their,school,, church, or organizedilyouth group. Social
convention used to require that boys and girls be kept separate much
of the time, but, because of the growing concern about equal opportu-
nity for women, much more mixing is.common nowadays. Single-sex sec-
ondary schools ond corlege& are virtually a thing of the past, fnd even
organizations such as the Young Woman's Christian Association and the
Boy Scadts of America have opened their memberships to both boys and
girls in recent years.

Boys and girls typically begin to "date" ore another -- that is, to *

go places together as a couple -- between the ages of,13 and 16, 'In ./-
b3me communities it is common for dating couples to io around in large
groups, while in other communities the local custom is for a boy and
girl who are dating to go around most often as a couples If a boy and'
girl develop a romantic attraction for eac'h other, they may decide to
"go steady." This arrangement commits each to date Only the other per-
son, but is not considered as serious a commitment as.pecoming engaged
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to be married. It is rather common for people who are going steady to
"break up" and begin to date other people. In fact, people who are en-
gaged to be married sometimes break up, also.

The traditional courtship pattern is for the boy to take the initia-
tive in soheduling'a date, and to pay fpr the expenses of the date.
However, it is becoming commDn'in many communities for girls to be al-
most as free as boys to take the initiative. Furthermore, girls in-
treasingly are sharing the coats of the date (a scheme that previously
was so out of the ordinary that it has a special name: Dutch dating).

These changes in the social'patterns of young people have come about
in largemeasure because of -the itifluence of the women's liberation
movement, which was mentioned earlier.

Displays of affection such as hand-holding, hugging, and kissing are
quite common between young people who are dating, especially those who
are going .steady. Thesesdffectionate displays may occur in public as
well as in private, and, within certain limits that may vary from com-
munity..to community, are not considered rude or vulgar. You should be
aware that affectionate touching between a boy and girl does not neces-
sarily indicate that the two are planning to get married or are going
steady; it might only indicate that they find each other attractive and
enjoyable to be with.

It is well known that some male visitors to the United States arrive
with Inistaken notions. about American women and girls, notions that they
probably derived from watching exported U.S. television and movies.
Some apparently bel1eve that wow in the U.S. like to be dominated by
"macho" or "ha-man" types. Some seem to ixpect that,..if a man shows a
woman a good time at his financial expense, the women is obligated to
have sex with tim at the end of Cae evehing. Some appear to be under to

the impression that women in the U.S. tend to be sexually promiscuous.
These ideas are false!

It is true that many Amerian youth.engage in sexual activity, but
it also is true that many do not_ Sexual intimacPbeto4n a boy and
girl in the U.S:"-most often follows a period of several months during
which the two enjoy-a wide range of activities with each other, become
well acquainted, and devdlop romantic feelings toward one another. YOU
must not feel that you are obligated to hold hands, kiss, or engage in
any other sort of intimate contact with an American of either sex. In
the vast majority of cases, if an American seems to want you to engage
in sexual activity beybnd what you think is appropriate, a polite but
firm "No!" will cause him or Wei to stop.
r-t-
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Parties and social gatherings differ greatly from cou
#

ry to coun-
try; within the United States, too, the way people cult warily behave
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at parties-differs from region to region, and from age-group to age-
group. One fairly common pattern is for males and females to mixs
together fretly, and for people to remain standing and to move about
the rbom from time to time in order to meet and talk with many others
who are attending. Most conversations at parties involve three or
four people, and these conversational groups change composition fre-
quently as individuals move froth one group to another. A person who
wants to leave a conversation group either may excuse himself (for
example, "Excuse me, a friend of mine just arrived."). or, if not di-
rectly involved in the conversation, may simply walkaway. Although
the first gueqts to arrive at a party' may be introduced to each other
by the host or hostess, guests are expected to introduce themselves
to each other as more and more people arrive. People who come to a
pelt), together are not expected to remain togethext,throughout the
party; this is true even if they are a dating couple or-husband-and-
wife. In general, parties in the U.S. are very informal and often
(but not always) include the consumption of alcoholic drinks. Re-
calling Mark Twain's comment, we should add that just about any bev-
erage served at a party anywhere in the U.S. will be drunk ice cold. t

Generalizing about the use...of alcoholic beverages in the U.S. is
especially difficult. On the one hand, alcohol is produced and con-
sumed In large quantities by Americans. On the other hand, there are
a considerable number of Americans who are strongly opposed to the
use of alcohol in any fbrm; this is because of their conservative
Protestant religious beliefs. The situation is complicated by the
fact that laws governing the sale and consumption of alcohol are made
at the state level, and sometimes at the local level. Furthermore,
individyal families may have their own rules about the use of alcohol.
Some Wiles prohibit drinking any time, any place. Some families
do not allow young people to drink in their home. And some families
allow young people to drink in their home under adult supervision.
As a newcomer to the United States, you may be perplexed by the widely
differing attitudes toward alcohol. You 'should keep in mind that al-
most all states have laws that set a minimum age (usually 18, 19, 20,
or 21) for-the 'purchase of alcohol; these laws have been strictly en-
forced in recent years. Be sure to ask people in your host community
about the state laws and local community standards regarding the use
of alcoholic beverages.

The use of drugs by young people in the U.S. varies greatly from
community to community, and even from school to school. ?rug use by
teenagers is regarded as a serious social problem, especially with re-
spect to the so-called "hard" drugs such:as heroin. Many student ex-
change organizations take a very.dtrong stand against the use of any
drug not prescribed by a physician,,including marijuana or "pot." For
example, AFS International immediately returns to hid or her home coun-
try any AFS student found to be using drugs.
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SOME AMERICAN CHARACTERISTICS

Over the past 50 years or so, anthropologists and other social sci-
entists have leerned a great deal about the habits of thought and pat-
terns of behavior that, -aroadly speaking, are characteristic of the

.

people of the Un*ted States. A fsw of these characteristics are dis7
cussed in the following paragraphs.

INDIVIDUALISM: emphasis on individualism in the V.S. is very'
strong. Research ',carried out in the 1970s that invoived people from
50 different nations found that the stress'on individualism inkthe
was greatet than in any other nation studied. So let us bay at once
that people An the U.S. are, able to 'cooperate with one another, .and
frequently do soitt spite of their idealization of personal indepen-
dence and self-reliance.' Individualism does not mean that one ignores
ortis antagonistic towards other people, nor that one is completely
selfish. Rather, individualism is a belief that a person's well-being
and personal interests are best looked after by himself or herself.
One of the key historical factors that has helped to promote abd main-
tain this belief is conservative Protestant theology, which (as we said
earlier) .holds that each person is directly responsible to God for his
or her behavior, tind tends to associate hard work and personal achieve-
ment with being.in favor with God. Thus, in the U.S., individuals are
encouraged to achieve through their own efforts, and to develop a dis-
tinct identity or "personalitY." A competitive spirit commonly per-

t vades relationships between friends, schoolmates, business associates,
and even family members. You may be !surprised to discover that child-
ren in the U.S: are expected to express their own ideas about various
issues, that they have separate bedrooms and toys, and that they leave
home to live on their own at a relatively early age. You may find it
strange that Americans like to be alone by themselves sometimes, and
that there is much emphasis on private property and personal opinions.
These are all features of individualism. Some Common sayings that il-
lust.rate individualism in the U.S. are "Every man for himself," "To

r/4*- each his own," and especially "Do your own thing."

EQUALITY: Tremendous importance is attached to the concept of hu-
man equality in the U.3. This concept means both (1) that one tends-
to treat other people as peers, even in cases when one knows, very well
that they are not peers, and (2) that everyone expects to have an equal
opportunity to achieve his or her personal goals in life. It is.impor-
tant to keep in mind that Americans are aware of social class differ-
ences, but that they more or less pretend that these differences don't
exist or at least are minimal. There are no special-forms of address
based on,social position or age, such as are common in many other coun-
tries. Furthermofe, English makes no distinction between a formal "you"
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and a familiar "you," unlike most other languages. Even people in ser-
vice professions (taxi drivers, waiters, shoe shiners, and so forth)
expect to be treated with basic respect by those whom they are serving.
Some visitors to thl U.S. are shocked to discover that Americans call
each other by their first names, even upon having met for the first
time. You must not think that such informality peens that Americans
lack respect for each other; rather, the explanation lies in the spirit
of equality and democracy that is pervasive throughout th.4 United States,

FRIENDLINESS: Because Americana are highly mobile, they have devel-
oped skills that enable them to make friends in virtually, any new set-
ting. You will find, therefore, that most Americans are very warm and
accepting toward you from the moment they first meet you, and that they
treat you very informally in almost every conceivable social situation.
You should be aware, however, that this friendliness does not necessar-
ily mean that the Americans are interested in long-lasting, intimate
friendships. Some foreign visitors come to feel after several months,
in the U.S., that Americans are dishonest because they have not followed
through by working to maintain a-strong friendship after the initial
show of warmth and informality. But deep friendship takes a long time
to develop in the U.S. as in most other countries. More importantly,
the high mobility of Americans actually discourages many of them from
forming deep, intimate friendships, for such friendships are difficult .

to handle when one"wants to move on to another job or another community.
Consequently, some foreign visitors find that the friendliness of people
in t%a U.S. seems, rather superficial in the long run.

ASSERTIVENESS: 'Most people in the'U.S. tend to be candid and out-
spoken, and to be willing to share with others a wide range of facts
about themselves, even on short acquaintance. (There are taboo topics
in the U.S.; for instance, one does noE discuss one's income level.)
In the northern and'eastern parts of the U.S. especially, people ask
"direzt" questions and expect "straight" answers.. When Americans have
disagreements or become angry with each other, they usually try to re-
solve their differences in a face-to-face meeting rather than relying
on the services of go-betweens. In dealing with others who are seek-
ing advice*or guidance, they try to be as accurate and objective as
possible; they do not try to say something that will be momentarily
pleasing. U.S. people tend not to be deeply concerned about causing
others to "lose face." On the other hand., it is important to realize
that Americans certainly do not deliberately set out, day by day, to
insult or pick fights with others. They value friendliness and mutual
agreement, and they are quite capable of telling "white lies" in order
to eliminate unnecessary embarrassment in many social situations.

HARD WORK: Working hard 's considered in a very positive light in
the United States. In theory. if not always in actual practice, working
hard provides a'road to personal success and ilaterial well-being, and
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enables the individual (even someone from 4 humble background) to climb
the lad6reosof social prestige and wealth. There is a deeply held belief
in the U.S.,.kaewt asthe "Horatio Alger myth," thatanyone -- through
.persistence, talent, and especially hard work -- can rise well above the
station in life to which he or she was boin. This emphasis on "the work
ethic" helps to explain the importance that U.S. people place'on values
such as efficiency, punctuality, and practicality. Students very often
are encouraged to work after their classes, 'on weekends, and/or during
vacations; ih some cases students work even though their families do tot
need the extra money that they can earn. Work is considered a valuable
experience for children and youth, one that teaches the:n01e value of
hard work and enables them tobe a contributing member of their family
and community. Because of such early training,, the self- esteem of many
Americans is severely reduced if they are denied the opportunity (say,
through unemploymeht or illness) of performing productive work.,

NON-VERBAL BEHAVIOR

People from different cultures attach a wide v riety of meanings to
the same specific non-verbal behavior: looking ano et-person in the eye,
laughing a certai way, touching a person on the head, holding up two .

fingers, and sb fo h Many misunderstandings between culturally dif-
ferent people arise ly because a non-verbal signal of some kind was
misinterpreted. One of e best ways to keep such misinterpretations
a minimum is to remember that it is rare for people to act deliberately-
disrespectful or insulting towards others, especially towards strayers
or visitors. This rule applies to the people of.the U.S. just as if does
to almost all other peoples of the world. Therefore, if you have the
feeling that an American has slighted or insulted you through a certain
behavior, or through the absence of an expected behavior, you probably

4 have made the common mistake of interpreting acceptable U.S. behavior
according to the standards and expectations of your own home culture.

Non-verbal behavior involves innumerable complex and subtle scunds of
the voice and movements of the body. It is impossible for us to provide
a complete overview4of U.S. non-verbal behavior in a few paragraphs. We
have gathered together a few facts, however, that may help you in making
correct interpretationsof certain typical behaviors of U.S. people.

In general, people in the U.S. do not touch each other frequently.
What is particularly lacking is the freedom, to come into lengthy and fre-
quent bodily contact with-other people hethe same seg. Women are freer
about touching each othe thanare Men; nevertheless, one rarely sees wo-
men walking arm-ifi -arm, as is common in some other cultures. American
mentouch each other only infrequently and very briefly; lengthy touch-

44,
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ing between men is viewed as a signof homoNexualiry, and therefore is
avoided. As suggested earlier, lengthy and frequent touching between
men and women is normal, but the implication is that sexual attraction
or romantic involvement exists between the two.

Americans are moat likely to come into direct bodily contact with
each other when greeting or taking leave. Men shake hands at such times;
men who are good friends and who have been (or expect to be) separated
for a long time may give each other a brief hug. Min never kiss each
other. In general, the same'rules apply to women greeting or separating
from other women, although they'are free to kiss. each other lightly on
one or both cheeks (or to touch cheek-to-cheek and kiss the air) if this
-is common in their social circle. The traditional pattern for /I man and
woman is thatthey shake hands only if the woman takes the initiative by
offering her hand. In recent decades,, however, the rules for men and wo-
men in some social circles have broadened to include men's taking the
initiative-in hand-shaking; a light kiss on the cheek between friends or
relatives also is becoming increasingly common. Men and women may hug
each other, even in the absence of romantic attachment, under the same
conditions mentioned above for men.

When in conversation with one another, Americans generally stand about
half a meter apart and look each other in the eye frequently but not con-
stantly. The distance that is maintained' between people in conversation
can vary; for example, a larger distance is likely 6' be maintained'be-
tween people who have a clear superioi:4ubordinate relationship, while a
lesser distance is common between peers who are: -good friends. You should
be aware that, under most circumstantes., people in_the U.S. instantly are
made to feel very uncomfortable by others who stand Very close to ti,em.
A common exception occurs on public transportation vehicles during the
crowded "rush houfs," but in these cases the people who are very close to
one another are careful to completely ignore each other.

Americans also feel very uncomfortable when dealing with others who
look constantly into their eyes; on the other hand, they feel suspicious
about others who never look into their eyes. In general, the rules for
eye contact seem to be these: When ycu are listening, you should look
into the speaker's eyed (or at least at his or her face) fairly constant-
ly, with an occasional glance away. When you are speaking, you are freer
to let your eyes wander as you talk, but you should loqk at the eyes of
the listener from time to time to receive ackriowledgemeht that he or she
is listening and understands the points you are making.

Some visitors to the U.S. are shocked, insulted, or perplexed by cer-
tain common non-verbal behaviors of Americans. Here are a few facts ,for

. you to keep-in mind: (1) Americans have no taboo of any kind associated
with tbe left hand; they are as likely to touch you or to hand you ob-
jects with the left hand as with the right hand. (2) Americans have no
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negative-association with the soles of the feet or the bottom of the
shoes; they do net feel it necessary to prevent others from seeing
these locations. (3) A common way to greet small children in the U.S.
is to pat them on the top of the head. (4) People in the U.S. oft...en
point with their index finger and wave it around in the air as they ..

make especially important points in. conversation. (5) One beckons to
another person to come closer in the U.S. by holuing the hand with the
palm and fingers up, not dc:.wn. (6) Americans show respect and defer-
ence for another person by looking him or her in the face, not by look-
ing down. (7) Informal, relaxed postures are commonly assumed by U.S.
people when they are standing or sitting, even when they are conversing
with others; lack of formal posture is not a sign of inattention or
disrespect. (8) Americans are uncoulbrtable with silence; they expect
to telk rather constantly when in the presence of Others. (9) In the
U.S., the doors of rooms usually are left open unless there is a spe-
cific reason to close. them. (10) Punctuality -- being on time -- is
important to many U.S. people; they are likely, to become quite annoyed
if forced to wait more than 15 minutes beyond the scheduled time for
meetings or appointments.

CONCLUDING NOTE

As your experience in .the United States unfolds, you will discover
for yourself the variety and diversity that prompted Mark Twain to say,
"The only distinguishing characteristic of the .American character I've
been able to discover is a fondness for ice water." But we are confi-
dent that you also will see that there are some patterns.and uniformi-
ties in the behavior of U.S. people, and we hope that this brief over-
view will enable you to notice some of these more readily and clearly.

One common feature of U.S. people that you are likely to notice is
that most of them know very little about your country and culture, very
little about the world beyond the borders of the U.S.A. Until recently,
U.S. economic, political, and military power 'enabled most Americans to
assume that it was not important for them to be knowledgeable about
other countries and cultures. Now, as it is becoming obvious that the
US. must be a sensitise and well informed member of the community of
nations, educators and government officials are seeing the voice of
citizens who have a'"global perspective." While you are here, you will
have a wonderful opportunity to learn more about the United States and
its people. And we hope that,hile you are here, you will help to
educate us aboUC your country and culture. Your arrival on our shores
is as much an opportunity for us as it is for you.

Welcome to the United States of America!
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF M.'S INTERNATIONAL

A FS volunteers and professional staff throughoutthe worldare ars:own
towards the goal of peace by surniatating an AIMIT12131 of mankind\
commace humanity. a wider eaderstandiatof,the &serve eiskures of the
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